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Abstract

A proposal for scaling-up photocatalytic reactors is described and applied to catalytic walls coated with a thin layer of titanium dioxide9
and irradiated with near UV radiation. The method is exclusively based on the fundamentals of chemical reaction engineering and radiative
transfer theory, without the use of adjustable parameters in going from the laboratory information to a pilot scale apparatus. Mathematical11
modeling has been utilized. From kinetic information obtained in experiments performed in a flat plate of 81 cm2, operating at steady state in
a continuous, well-mixed reactor with recycle, predictions for a continuous flow, multi-annular reactor having a catalytic surface of 5209 cm213
agree very well with the validation tests. Thus, the achieved scale-up implies a change in size, shape, configuration and operating conditions of
both employed reactors. Requirements to apply satisfactorily the proposed methodology are reported in detail. The root mean square error in15
the verification of conversion predictions for the larger scale photocatalytic reactor when compared with experimental data is less than 5.6%.
� 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.17
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1. Introduction

Remediation of water or air having low concentrations of a21
wide family of pollutants have been traditionally accomplished
using absorption with granulated activated carbon (GAC) as a23
feasible polishing method for low-polarity hydrocarbons; how-
ever, this technology does not work well for halogenated hy-25
drocarbons, which constitute an important fraction of contami-
nants. In some cases air stripping is also used for water restora-27
tion because of its low treatment cost and its attributes of sim-
plicity and flexibility, but is not practical for low vapor pres-29
sure compounds, has some limitations when the objective is
an extremely high level of removal of impurities and is not31
functional for gaseous systems. In any event, none of these ap-
proaches leads to the destruction of the undesirable compounds33
but simply translate them to a less endangering place.
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This is problematic in that regulatory standards have be- 35
come increasingly stringent. Augmenting demands in the
results of polishing techniques to attain high contaminant 37
removal rates has lead to a significant research and devel-
opment activity in the area of advanced oxidation technolo- 39
gies (AOTs) that provide very high levels of destruction for
almost all organic compounds, including chlorinated com- 41
pounds. Among the various types of AOTs, heterogeneous
photocatalytic techniques have been the subject of appreciable 43
research efforts for these applications, due to their capabilities
for complete destruction of a very wide range of hazardous 45
contaminants and completeness of degradation to innocuous
products. 47

Heterogeneous photocatalysis employs semiconductors such
as TiO2 that coming in contact with the appropriate wavelength 49
of UV radiation results in the formation of electron–hole pairs
that initiate low selectivity, oxidation reactions of the contami- 51
nant species that often lead to harmless products such a carbon
dioxide, water and inorganic acids. TiO2 is a wide band-gap 53
semiconductor and absorbs near-UV and shorter wavelengths
of the electromagnetic spectrum; moreover, TiO2 has been 55
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Fig. 1. Flow sheet of the experimental devices. Laboratory and pilot-scale photoreactors. Keys: (1) PCE + air, (2) air, (3) mass flowmeter, (4) air humidifier,
(5) thermostatic bath, (6) heat exchanger, (7) thermohygrometer, (8) flat plate photoreactor, (9) sampling device, (10) recycle pump, (11) gas scrubber, and
(12) multi-annular photocatalytic reactor.

preferred in these applications because is non toxic, abundant,1
low-priced, and resists photo-corrosion (Hoffman et al., 1995).

Photocatalytic reactions with suspended solid particles have3
been extensively studied and are known to render the highest
activity in the vast majority of cases but do not provide sim-5
ple, practicable technical solutions for air pollution remedia-
tion. Immobilized catalyst configurations in the form of packed7
bed, membrane, monolith or catalytic wall reactors have been
the prevalent proposals (Raupp et al., 1997; Hall et al., 1998;9
Nicolella and Rovatti, 1998; Hossain et al., 1999; Zhang et al.,
2003; Ibrahim and De Lasa, 2004; Chang et al., 2005; Esterkin11
et al., 2005; Mohseni, 2005).

One of the difficulties for the expanded use of these tech-13
nologies is the lack of reliable and validated methods to design
the appropriate reactors and, much more important, to reach the15
desired results circumventing the requisite to resorting to ex-
pensive, progressively senlarging empirical developments (up-17
scaling steps) to move from laboratory results to the required
commercial scale.19

The point is that knowing a fairly complete reaction scheme
(or even better, a mechanism) of the chemical process, and21
a comprehensive representation of the effects of the differ-
ent variables to describe the reaction rate independently of23
the shape and configuration of the laboratory reactor, applying
the fundamentals of chemical reaction engineering and radia-25
tion transport, the design of the large scale apparatus can be
made directly from laboratory experiments. This is more eas-27
ily reachable because of two special features of photochem-
ical and, particularly, photocatalytic processes: (i) due to the29
high radiation absorption properties of titanium dioxide, the
optical path length of the characteristic dimension (the main31
direction of radiation propagation) of the commercial reactor
will never be very much larger than the one that should be33

employed in a well-designed laboratory reactor and (ii) unless
the process scale is so large and the equipment investment is 35
so important that an agreement can be reached with the lamp
manufacturers for special lamps’ specifications (size, shape and 37
wavelength and power emission), the design and, consequently,
the size of a feasible reactor, is very much constrained by the 39
commercial availability of the radiation sources; i.e., the de-
sign can be made in the predictive simulation mode of the 41
large reactor scale configuration, based on almost predefined
optical path lengths and available lamp dimensions and output 43
powers.

It is the purpose of this work to show a procedure for an a 45
priori design of a pilot scale, catalytic wall, continuous multi-
annular photoreactor from information obtained in a small lab- 47
oratory reactor of very different size, shape and configuration;
i.e., a proposal for a design from first principles of commercial 49
scale photocatalytic reactors (Fig. 1).

2. Methodology 51

The essential target is to obtain from the laboratory reac-
tor an intrinsic reaction kinetics for the proposed reaction. 53
This objective is more easily achieved when a reaction mech-
anism, or even less, just a plausible and veritable represen- 55
tative reaction scheme is known. The less phenomenologi-
cal, i.e., derived from dependable reaction paths the kinet- 57
ics is, the more reliable will be the results. In this aspect
the contribution from fundamental chemistry research is very 59
valuable.

The second point at issue is to employ the same catalyst 61
preparation protocol and morphology in both reactors, and pro-
vide the possibility that the laboratory reactor be rigorously 63
modeled. To some extent the last part of this condition implies
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Fig. 2. Up-scaling methodology diagram.

to use a laboratory device as simple as possible, usually custom1
made and, even if it is desired to work at different temperatures,
operate the reactor under isothermal conditions. A very impor-3
tant requisite is that the experimental results should be totally
free of mass transfer limitations; i.e., to operate the reactor in5
the kinetic control regime.

As shown in Fig. 2, from the reaction scheme (a series of in-7
termediate reactions starting from the photocatalyst activation
and proceeding to the transformation of reactants into prod-9
ucts) the first step is to derive a reaction kinetics mathemati-
cal model that in general terms must always be of local value11
because of the usually irreducible non uniformities of the ex-
isting radiation field. It may depend on the intervening stable13
species local concentrations, the catalyst loading and/or spe-
cific surface area and the local value of radiation absorption15
rate. In this expression, none of the reactor characteristics can
be included. Even more, this kinetic expression (the reaction17
rate) could be of local value, sometimes depending on position
and/or time. This general statement does not exclude the pos-19
sibility that as a particular case, a carefully planned laboratory
reactor could render a reaction kinetic expression that is inde-21
pendent of time and valid for the whole reactor with no spatial
dependence whatsoever, as long as the method employed to23
obtain its parameters permits to safely extrapolate the result to

more complex situations. This is the case that will be shown in 25
this work.

The above objective is possible resorting to precisely posed 27
mathematical models for the laboratory reactor, derived from
accurate mass balances and the radiation transport equation. 29
Thus, employing the radiative transfer model to describe the
radiation field inside the reactor, it is possible to incorporate the 31
local value of the photon absorption rate by the catalyst in the
kinetic expression and supply the complete, point valued result 33
of the reaction kinetics into a local macroscopic mass balance
depending upon the case. In this way the laboratory reactor 35
can be precisely simulated and used to extract the intrinsic
kinetics parameters of the reaction model with a non linear, 37
multiparameter estimator rendering a final expression that must
be an exclusive function of the reaction variables. 39

Advancing to the change of scale, the same kinetic model
for the reaction obtained in the laboratory experiments must be 41
used with the exception that the photon absorption rate must
be calculated from a different radiation balance derived for the 43
larger reactor. For this reason, it should not be unexpected that
the mass and radiation balances will almost always be very 45
different responding to the new proposed, large scale reactor
size, shape, configuration and operation. The radiation transfer 47
equation must be applied to the new reactor in order to predict
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the local photon absorption rate in a reaction space that gener-1
ally will be of dissimilar size and shape and irradiated with a
different size and/or shape of lamp. Again, the resulting expres-3
sion must be inserted in the mass balance and, operating the
simulator in the predictive mode to calculate the reactor output5
variables. In this work, to validate the proposed methodology,
these results will be compared with experiments performed in7
a pilot scale reactor.

3. Laboratory photocatalytic reactor9

3.1. Summary of reactor description and model

As it is sketched in Fig. 3, the laboratory photocatalytic re-11
actor consists of: (i) a rectangular plate of glass transparent to
the useful wavelength range of the applied radiation, having a13
4.5 × 9 cm size, coated with a thin layer of titanium dioxide
on both sides, (ii) two reaction chambers, each one of them15
confined between the borosilicate glass plate and a rectangu-
lar acrylic window transparent to the employed UV radiation,17
and (iii) two sets of seven black-light lamps (Philips TL 4W/08
F4T5/BLB), each set positioned on either side of the glass19
plate. A thin layer of TiO2 was deposited on each surface of the
glass plate using a variation of a previously proposed sol–gel21
technique (Yamazaki-Nishida et al., 1993). The laboratory pho-
toreactor dimensions and characteristics are shown in Table 1.23
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the laboratory photocatalytic reactor. Keys: (1) gas outlet, (2) flow homogenizer, (3) photocatalytic plate, (4) UV lamps,
(5) gas inlet, and (6) acrylic windows.

Table 1
Laboratory photoreactor dimensions and characteristics

Description Values

Lamp ZL = 13.6 cm; RL = 0.8 cm; P = 0.5 W(∗), �=
300.420 nm

No. of lamps 7 + 7
Reactor flat plate x = 4.5 cm; z = 9 cm
Reactive surface 81 cm2

(∗) Total output power for a nominal input of 4 W.

More details concerning the reactor operation and analytical 25
procedures can be found elsewhere (Imoberdorf et al., 2005).

The chosen reactor operation permits a very simple model- 27
ing for the species conservation equation. A macroscopic mass
balance for the model pollutant (PCE) in the whole continu- 29
ous, with recirculation, well-mixed, steady state photoreactor
(Fig. 1), gives: 31

〈rPCE〉AR
= Qin(〈CPCE〉out − 〈CPCE〉in)

AR

. (1)

Here, 〈rPCE〉AR
is the reactor catalytic surface area averaged 33

reaction rate, Qin is the volumetric flow rate of the recycle inlet
stream, AR the reaction area of the photocatalytic plate, and 35
〈CPCE〉in and 〈CPCE〉out the averaged pollutant concentrations
at the inlet and outlet streams of the recycle, respectively. Note 37
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Fig. 4. PCE degradation reaction scheme.

that Eq. (1) allows us to obtain the experimental PCE reaction1
rate from easily measurable variables.

It should be noted that the reaction rate (rPCE) can be a3
function of position (x, y) on the reacting plate. Consequently,
the reaction rate averaged over the reacting surface area can be5
obtained from:

〈rPCE〉AR
= 1

AR

∫ x=Xr

x=0

∫ z=Zr

z=0
rPCE(x, z) dz dx. (2)

7

In principle, the proposed averaged is needed if the radiation
field and/or the catalyst immobilization on the flat plate is not9
uniform. The second problem was solved with the employed
coating method. The first one has to be analyzed resorting to11
the radiative transfer equation.

Based on a reaction scheme (Fig. 4) proposed by Yamazaki13
and Araki (2002), an expression of the intrinsic reaction rate
has been derived and verified by Imoberdorf et al. (2005). The15

following assumptions were considered by the authors: (i) the
PCE degradation occurs through an elementary reaction involv- 17
ing the PCE attack by hydroxyl radicals followed by a sequence
of steps that leads to the generation of a chlorine atom and a 19
chain reaction initiated by the attack of the chlorine atom on
the PCE, (ii) the PCE elimination through the first step of the 21
chain propagation is much faster than that involving the direct
hydroxyl radical attack (Amama et al., 2001; Zhao et al., 2002), 23
(iii) the equivalent concept to the microsteady-state approxi-
mation (MSSA) in transient reactors may be applied to the net 25
generation rates of free radicals, atomic species, “free” elec-
trons and holes, (iv) the termination reactions of the chlorine 27
atomic species have been grouped in a single reaction (Sauer et
al., 1995) between chlorine atoms and water vapor, other rad- 29
ical and atomic species, reactor walls, or other surfaces in the
system, and (v) surface concentrations of adsorbed PCE and 31
water can be related to gas phase concentrations through ad-
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sorption equilibrium constants. With these approximations, the1
following expression was obtained:

rPCE = − �1[PCE]gas[H2O]gas

(1 + KPCE[PCE]gas + KW [H2O]gas)
2

×
(

−1+
√

1+KPCE[PCE]gas+KW [H2O]gas

[H2O]gas
�2rg(x)+1

)
,

(3)3

where the kinetic parameters �1 and �2 were defined by:

�1 = k1k2k7KPCEKW [Sites]2[O2]
2k15k16[M] ;

�2 = 4k15

k1k2KW [Sites][O2] . (4)5

Here KPCE and KW are the adsorption equilibrium constants
of PCE and water, respectively, ki (1 = 1, 2, 7, 15 and 16) are7
kinetic constants of the reaction scheme, [Sites] is the surface
concentration of sites available for adsorption on the TiO2 film,9
[O2] is the oxygen concentration, [M] is the concentration of
water, atomic or free radical species, reactor walls or other11
surfaces trapping atomic chlorine, and rg is the superficial rate
of electrons and holes generation.13

The local superficial rate of electro–hole pair generation can
be computed from the expression:15

rg(x) = �
∑
�

e
a,s

� (x) = �ea,s(x), (5)

where � is the wavelength averaged primary quantum yield and17
e
a,s

� (x) the spectral local superficial rate of photon absorption
(LSRPA) on the surface of the catalytic wall. Substituting Eq.19
(5) into Eq. (4) gives:

rPCE = − �1[PCE]gas[H2O]gas

(1+KPCE[PCE]gas+KW [H2O]gas)
2

×
(
−1+

√
1+KPCE[PCE]gas+KW [H2O]gas

[H2O]gas
�2�ea,s(x)+1

)
.

(6)21

Eq. (6) is of preeminent significance. From a plausible re-
action sequence (Fig. 4) and reliable approximations, a local23
expression for the reaction kinetics in terms of observable in-
dependent variables has been obtained.25

To solve Eq. (6) it is necessary to evaluate the LSRPA at each
point on the TiO2 films. To do this, the radiation coming from27
each group of UV lamps on either side of the photocatalytic
plate should be considered. At each (x, z) position on the TiO229
film, the spectral LSRPA can be evaluated by adding up the
contributions to the local net fluxes corresponding to the radia-31
tion coming from each of the two sets of seven lamps (Fig. 5):

e
a,s

� (x, z) = (qi
dir,� − qt

dir,�) + (qi
ind,� − qt

ind,�). (7)33

x 

z

y yL

xL

zL

xs

zs

r

Photocatalytic
plate

Lamp

Glass TiO2

qidir

qtind

qtdir

qiind

φ

θ

Fig. 5. Coordinate system for the radiation model of the laboratory photore-
actor.

Here qi
� and qt

� are the incident and transmitted spectral net
radiation fluxes, respectively. They are defined by the equation: 35

q�(x, z) = nG · q� =
∫
�L

I�(x, y, �)� · nG d�, (8)

where nG is the outwardly directed unit normal to the film sur- 37
face and I�(x, z, �) is the spectral radiation specific intensity.
To solve this equation, the three dimensional source with super- 39
ficial emission model (Cassano et al., 1995) and a ray tracing
technique (Siegel and Howell, 2002) were used. The integra- 41
tion limits for the spherical coordinates � and � (corresponding
to the definition of �L) can be evaluated from the geometry 43
and dimensions of the system and the UV lamp sets. In the ra-
diation field model, the gas phase has been assumed transpar- 45
ent because air, PCE and water vapor do not absorb radiation
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in the wavelength range of the lamp emission. From the lamp1
model (diffuse and isotropic emission), according to the lim-
iting values of the employed spherical coordinate system, the3
following boundary conditions result:

I�(r, z, �, �) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, (�, �) < (�min,i , �min,i ),

I�,L = P�,L

2�2RLZL
, (�min,i , �min,i ) < (�, �)

< (�max,i , �max,i ),

0 (�max,i , �max,i ) < (�, �),

(9)5

where P�,L is the spectral emission power of the lamp, and RL

and ZL are the radius and length of the lamp, respectively.7
The final expression of the LSRPA at each point (x, y) on

the thin catalytic film is9

ea,s(x, z) = P�,L

2�2RLZL

∑
�

7∑
�=1

∫
�

∫
�

exp

(
−��,aea

cos �n

)

×
[

1 − exp

(
−��,f ef

cos �n

)]
sin2 � sin � d� d�

+ P�,L

2�2RLZL

∑
�

14∑
�=8

∫
�

∫
�

× exp

(
−��,aea

cos �n

− ��,geg

cos �n

− ��,f ef

cos �n

)

×
[

1 − exp

(
−��,f ef

cos �n

)]
sin2 � sin � d� d�,

(10)

where ��,a , ��,f and ��,g are the spectral absorption coeffi-11
cients of the acrylic walls, the TiO2 film and the glass plate,
respectively; ea , ef , and eg are the thickness of each media;13
and �n is the angle between the ray trajectory and the film out-
wardly directed normal.15

Fig. 6 shows the predicted net radiation flux on the photocat-
alytic plate, employing an emitting system with one, two, three17
and seven black-light lamps. It should be noted that a higher
radiation field uniformity at the center of the flat plate is ob-19
tained as the number of UV lamps is increased. Thus, for our
experimental device with seven UV lamps, an inner rectangle21
(9 × 4.50 cm) can be identified where the difference between
the maximum and minimum values of the net radiation flux23
is lower than 9%. This fact allowed us to consider a nearly
uniform radiation flux over the TiO2 film of the employed flat25
plate in the next section; i.e., for this particular reactor configu-
ration, to consider that the system operates with a single value27
for ea,s , derived form Eq. (10), but independent of position.

3.2. Evaluation of the kinetic parameters29

In a previous work, Imoberdorf et al. (2005) found experi-
mentally that the PCE reaction rate shows: (i) first-order kinet-31
ics with respect to the PCE concentration in the gas phase, (ii)

a

b

c

d

Fig. 6. 3-D predicted radiation fluxes on the photocatalytic plate: (a) 1 lamp,
(b) 2 lamps, (c) 3 lamps, and (d) 7 lamps.
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Table 2
Kinetic parameters and confidence intervals

Parameter Value 95% Confidence interval Units

� 1.54 × 108 0.19 × 108 cm3 Einstein−1

Kw 3.21 × 10−4 0.48 × 10−4 m3 mg−1

20 40 60 80 100
20

40

60

80

100

X
m

od
 [

%
]

Xexp  [%]

PC
E

PCE

Fig. 7. Experimental and predicted outlet conversions for the laboratory
photoreactor.

linear dependence with respect to the irradiation level, and (iii)1
site-competitive kinetics for the dependence with the relative
humidity. Consequently, the expression of the PCE reaction rate3
[Eq. (6)] can be simplified as follows:

rPCE = −�
[PCE]gas

1 + KW [H2O]gas
ea,s , (11)

5

where the kinetic parameter � is

� = �1�2�

2
= k7KPCE[Sites]�

k16[M] . (12)7

Eqs. (11) and (12) can be combined with Eq. (10) to obtain the
PCE reaction rate on the photocatalytic glass plate.9

The kinetic parameters � and KW were estimated from all
the experimental data of the PCE reaction rate, applying a non-11
linear regression procedure (Levenberg–Marquardt method).
Table 2 gives the values of the two kinetic parameters and the13
corresponding confidence intervals. The quality of the obtained
and, hopefully, intrinsic kinetic model can be seen when pre-15
dicted and experimental PCE outlet conversions are compared
in Fig. 7.17

At this point we should look at the attributes of the ob-
tained result. Since the laboratory reactor was operated at steady19
state under well mixed conditions, and the radiation flux was
fairly uniform upon the surface of the catalytic plate, we have21
been able to considered that: (i) [PCE(x, z, t)] = [PCE], (ii)
[H2O(x, z, t)] = [H2O] and (iii) ea,s(x, z)�〈ea,s〉AR

[even if23
calculated with Eq. (9)]. This means that the whole labora-
tory reactor has been operating in each programmed run with25
a single value of PCE and water concentrations, as well as a

single value of ea,s . However the whole series of runs of the 27
quoted work used to obtain the kinetic parameters was carried
out changing the values of [PCE], [H2O] and ea,s . Therefore, 29
Eq. (11) and the parameters in Table 2 are of general validity
for reactors where the independent variables may be a function 31
of position and/or time. Hence, we may equally write in more
general terms, within the range of the explored variables, that: 33

rPCE(x, t) = −�
[PCE(x, t)]gas

1 + KW [H2O(x, t)]gas
ea,s(x, t). (13)

In other words, the achieved kinetic expression is valid for 35
local and, eventually, time dependent values of the indepen-
dent variables, a characteristic that was not shown in Eq. (11) 37
because of the very specific type of reactor and the particu-
larly chosen operating conditions. These characteristics were 39
selected purposely to fulfill the condition stated before that the
laboratory reactor must be as simple as possible and apt for a 41
rigorous mathematical description. Eq. (13) should be equally
valid for a batch, transient reactor or a continuous flow reactor. 43
In other words, if in a different reactor configuration and oper-
ation, we can know through its corresponding mass and radia- 45
tion balances, the local and/or temporal values of the PCE and
water concentrations as well as the LSRPA, Eq. (13) will be 47
rightfully applied to it. This is the key point in procedures of
scaling-up from first principles. There is a single restriction in 49
this statement: Eq. (11) was obtained working in a given range
of irradiation rates and with a definite spectral distribution of 51
the radiation output from the lamps. Under our operating con-
ditions the linear dependence with the LSRPA and the [PCE] is 53
an indication that for this particular system and the correspond-
ing values of the different specific reaction rate constants, we 55
were performing the reaction under comparatively low irradi-
ation rates and low pollutant concentrations. At much higher 57
values of

∑
�I

0
� or [PCE] the prevailing mechanism could have

rendered a different kinetic expression and, particularly the de- 59
pendence with the LSRPA could have been different; typically,
for example, the square root order for ea,s (Nimlos et al., 1993). 61
Further, to perform the scale-up with a maximum of reliability
it is necessary that the emission spectrum of the lamp/s used 63
in the larger scale reactor be very similar to the ones corre-
sponding to the lamps employed in the laboratory reactor. This 65
is particularly so, because the kinetic model employs a wave-
length averaged value for the primary quantum yield [Eq. (5)] 67
that has an important dependence on the characteristics of the
lamp emission spectrum. 69

In what follows we will apply these results to a very different
reactor (shape and dimensions) and operating conditions. The 71
irradiation rate will be of similar order of magnitude than before
and the employed lamp has an almost identical wavelength 73
emission characteristics.

4. Pilot scale photocatalytic reactor 75

4.1. Summary of reactor description and model

As it is sketched in Fig. 8, the reactor consists of four con- 77
centric cylindrical, borosilicate glass tubes which are transpar-
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1

2

2

3

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the pilot-scale photocatalytic reactor.
Keys: (1) UV lamp, (2) distribution heads, and (3) borosilicate glass tubes.

Table 3
Pilot size photoreactor dimensions and characteristics

Description Values

Lamp ZL = 59 cm; RL = 1.4 cm; P = 3.5 W(∗),
� = 300.420 nm

No. of lamps 1
Reactor ZR = 48 cm; RR,int = 1.48 cm; RR,ext = 4.26 cm
Annulus 1 	1R1 = 1.69 cm; R1 = 2.31 cm
Annulus 2 	2R2 = 2.51 cm; R2 = 3.30 cm
Annulus 3 	3R3 = 3.53 cm; R3 = 3.94 cm
Reactive surface 5209 cm2

(∗) Total output power for a nominal input of 18 W.

ent to UV radiation in most of the useful wavelength range1
(from 300 to 420 nm). A tubular UV lamp (Philips TL 18W/08
F4T5/BLB), was placed at the central axis of the system. The3
reactor dimensions are shown in Table 3. Reactants and prod-
ucts flow trough the annular spaces, entering the reactor by5
the outer annular space and exiting it by the inner one having
a total available reaction length of 177 cm. The two walls di-7
rectly in contact with the gas flowing through each annulus are
coated with a thin layer of TiO2. The inner and the outer tubes9
are covered only on the side in contact with the contaminated
air stream. The thin layers of TiO2 were deposited using the11
same sol–gel technique mentioned before in the description of
the laboratory reactor. This is very important in order to have13
reproducible catalyst activity. The reactor was operated in the
continuous mode, under isothermal conditions and at steady15

UV Lamp

x y 

θ

φ

TiO2 film

z 

nG

Fig. 9. Coordinate system for the radiation model of the pilot-scale photore-
actor.

state. For more details the reader can refer to Imoberdorf et al.
(2006). 17

According to the methodology described in Fig. 2, we need
to know the new value of ea,s(x) that can be obtained applying 19
the radiative transfer equation to the different reactor and a local
evaluation of [PCE(x)] from a position dependent mass balance. 21
No time dependence was required because the reactor was run
at steady state and the catalyst did not show any measurable 23
lost of activity during the experiments.

The LSRPA was evaluated at each point on the catalytic sur- 25
faces, taking into account the incident radiation arriving from
all possible directions coming out of the lamp surface in a dif- 27
fuse and isotropic manner. The glass walls have good transmis-
sion properties in the wavelength range of interest but radiation 29
absorption is not negligible. The model of the radiation field
makes allowance for this effect. 31

Applying the radiative transfer equation, the local radiation
flux at wavelength � is given by Eq. (8). Clearly, in this case, 33
the radiation field has angular symmetry and therefore the lo-
cal net radiation flux will only depend upon the (r, z) pair of 35
cylindrical coordinates. Applying Eq. (8) with the adopted co-
ordinate system (Fig. 9) we have for each point on the catalytic 37
surface:

q�(r, z) =
∫
�

∫
�
I�(r, z, �, �) cos � sin2 � d� d�. (14)

39

In order to solve this equation we will use the three dimen-
sional source with superficial emission model and the ray- 41
tracing technique (Cassano et al., 1995; Siegel and Howell,
2002). The radiation beams coming directly from the lamp and 43
arriving at a position (r, z) with directions given by the spher-
ical coordinates (�, �), can only have been originated within 45
the limits defined by the surface encompassing the three di-
mensional extension of the lamp as seen from the point of 47
incidence.
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At every position on the thin catalytic film, the LSRPA can1
be obtained from the local net fluxes resulting from all incident
radiation beams coming from the lamp:3

e
a,s

� (r, z) = qi
�(r, z) − qt

�(r, z). (15)

It must be remarked that even if Eqs. (7) and (15) have, con-5
ceptually, the same fundamental approach, in real terms there
are very different. In this case radiation comes from one side7
only. Beside, Eq. (14), together with the limiting angles and
boundary conditions (given by Eq. (9)) can be substituted into9
Eq. (15) and applied to the three annular spaces. Then, the fi-
nal expression of the LSRPA at a given (r, z) position on a thin11
catalytic surface is

ea,s(r, z) = P�,L

2�2RLZL

420 nm∑
�=300 nm

∫ �max(r)

�min(r)

∫ �max(r,z,�)

�min(r,z,�)

× exp

(
−ng(r)

��,geg

cos �n

− nf (r)
��,f ef

cos �n

)

×
[

1 − exp

(
−��,f ef

cos �n

)]
cos � sin2 � d� d�.

(16)13

It should be specially noted the difference between Eqs. (16)
and (9). This will be the first important change to introduce15
in Eq. (13). Moreover, differing from the specifically designed
laboratory reactor, under no circumstances a uniform radiation17
absorption rate can be assumed for the catalytic surfaces exist-
ing in the multi-annular reactor.19

With Eq. (16) inserted in Eq. (13) we have obtained a com-
plete reaction kinetic expression to use in the mass balance21
corresponding to the pilot scale reactor. However, this is a con-
tinuous flow reactor and we will need information concerning23
the velocity field. The Reynolds number can be calculated for
each annular space and, for the employed experimental condi-25
tions, its maximum value (in the inner annular space) was 25.
Therefore, the reactor is operating under well defined laminar27
flow conditions. Assumption is made that end effects can be ne-
glected (for a justification the reader is referred to Imoberdorf29
et al., 2006) and the analytical solution for the annular space
can be used. It is also clear that diffusive fluxes of PCE (the31
only species that experiments significant changes in concentra-
tion) cannot affect the velocity profile because of the very low33
contaminant concentrations. Hence, the fully developed veloc-
ity profile for a laminar flow of a Newtonian fluid through the35
jth annular duct is

Vz,j (r) = (−1)j+1 2Q

�R2
j

ln 	j

[(1 − 	4
j ) ln 	j + (1 − 	2

j )
2]

×
[

1 −
(

r

Rj

)2

− (1 − 	2
j )

ln 	j

ln

(
r

Rj

)]
;

(j = 1, 2, 3), (17)37

where the upward direction was chosen as the positive one. Note
that the momentum balance was not required in the laboratory 39
reactor due to its particular operating conditions.

The mass transfer differential equation can be simplified with 41
the usual assumptions, but in this case it must be considered
that because the concentration of the more abundant species 43
in the flowing gas mixture as well as its temperature are con-
stant inside the reactor, the diffusivities of the species in the 45
gas mixture are considered constant. Although always dilute,
the only species that changes its concentration along the reactor 47
in measurable percentages is PCE. Therefore, the radial diffu-
sion can be considered as that of PCE in a more concentrated 49
gas pseudo-component, namely air. This will be the govern-
ing mass transfer mechanism of PCE from the bulk of the gas 51
stream to the catalytic boundaries and of the reaction products
in the opposite direction. It was assumed that neither O2 nor 53
H2O presents mass transfer limitations because these two reac-
tants are in large excess with respect to PCE concentration. A 55
second important consideration is that chemical reactions only
take place on the photocatalytic film deposited on the annuli 57
walls in contact with the flowing contaminated air stream or in
its immediate vicinity. True homogeneous photochemical re- 59
actions are considered completely absent. Then the local mass
balance can be written as 61

�CPCE(r, z)

�z
Vz,j (r) = D0

PCE−Air

r

�

�r

(
r
�CPCE(r, z)

�r

)
;

(0 < z < ZR; 	jRj < r < Rj ; j = 1, 2, 3) (18)

with the boundary conditions: 63

D0
PCE−Air

�CPCE(r, z)

�r

∣∣∣∣
r=Rj

= rPCE[CPCE(Rj , z), CH2O, ea,s(Rj , z)];
(0 < z < ZR; j = 1, 2, 3), (19)

D0
PCE−Air

�CPCE(r, z)

�r

∣∣∣∣
r=	j Rj

= −rPCE[CPCE(	jRj , z), CH2O, ea,s(	jRj , z)];
(0 < z < ZR; j = 1, 2, 3), (20) 65

CPCE(r, z)|z=0 = C0
PCE; (	3R3 < r < R3), (21)

CPCE(r, z)|z=ZR

=
∫ R3
k3R3

CPCE(r, ZR)Vz,3(r)r dr∫ R3
k3R3

Vz,3(r)r dr
;

(	2R2 < r < R2), (22) 67

CPCE(r, z)|z=0

=
∫ R2
k2R2

CPCE(r, 0)Vz,2(r) dr∫ R2
k2R2

Vz,2(r)r dr
;

(	1R1 < r < R1), (23)
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where CPCE is the PCE concentration, D0
PCE−Air is the diffusion1

coefficient of PCE in air and rPCE is the superficial reaction
rate. The differences between the set of Eqs. from (18) to (23)3
when compared with Eq. (1) are manifestly evident. It is also
important to recognize that in this mathematical modeling it5
can be clearly seen the nature of the catalytic wall reaction and
its spatial dependence with respect to the position variables.7

The PCE conversion at the reactor outlet is computed as
follows:9

XPCE[%] =
(

1 −
∫ R1
k1R1

CPCE(r, ZR)Vz,1(r)r dr

C0
PCE

∫ R1
k1R1

Vz,1(r)r dr

)
× 100.

(24)

In Eq. (24) the concentrations must be obtained from the solu-11
tion of the mass balance represented by Eqs. (18)–(23). In the
boundary conditions, the reaction rates are obtained from Eq.13
(13) that was completed with the inclusion of Eq. (16). Finally,
the velocity profiles are known from Eq. (17).15

On the other hand, the experimental PCE conversion is eval-
uated by17

XPCE[%] = Cin
PCE − Cout

PCE

Cin
PCE

× 100. (25)

5. Validation of the method19

To substantiate the soundness of the proposed approach all
what is needed is to compare results using Eq. (24) with those21
of Eq. (25). This has been done and is shown in Fig. 10. Pre-
dicted PCE conversions compared with experimental results23
show a root mean square error less than 5.6%. These results are
very convincing, particularly because no adjustable parameters25
have been used in going from the laboratory reactor to the pilot
scale one. It is also clear that the method has no restrictions to27
its application to bigger reactors. In fact, it is very difficult that
a practical application will use annular spaces larger than the29
ones employed in the pilot scale prototype without introducing
severe mass transfer limitations. Secondly, by analyzing results31
of the radiation model we conclude that it is not necessary to
add more tubes to the multi-annular reactor, because almost no33
UV radiation is transmitted by the outer reactor tube. Thirdly,
increasing the lamp output power per unit length of the tube35
will also bring forth diffusive limitations. Hence, the two most
important changeable design variables are the flow rate (which37
is taken into account in the model with Vz) and the consequent
change in the reactor length to achieve the desired conversion,39
which is explicitly accounted for with ZR in all modeling equa-
tions. Lamps of the employed type, similar output power per41
unit length and identical emission wavelength distribution are
commercially available in sizes up to 120 cm and with no very43
significant variations up to 220 cm (Actinic type). Its character-
istics are taken into account in the modeling through the values45
of P�,L, RL and ZL.
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Fig. 10. Experimental and predicted outlet conversions for the pilot-scale
photoreactor.

6. Conclusions 47

A method has been described to scale-up photocatalytic re-
actors, with titanium dioxide immobilized on the reactor walls, 49
directly from laboratory experiments. The procedure does not
make use of adjustable parameters and predicts with good ac- 51
curacy the performance of a pilot scale reactor. The approach is
based exclusively in the fundamentals of chemical reaction and 53
reactor engineering and radiation transport theory. This manner
of proceeding opens the way to extend the technique to other 55
type of photoreactor configurations.

Notation 57

A area, cm2

C mass concentration, mg m−3

D0 molecular diffusivity, cm2 s−1

e thickness, cm
ea,s local superficial rate of photon absorption, Einstein

s−1 cm−2

I specific radiation intensity, Einstein s−1 cm−2 sr−1

k kinetic parameter, units depend on the reaction step
K equilibrium constant, m3 mg−1

n number of times that a radiation beam has been
attenuated by each media, dimensionless

nG outwardly directed unit normal to the catalytic film,
dimensionless

P emission power, W or Einstein s−1

q local net radiation flux, Einstein s−1 cm−2

Q volumetric flow rate, cm3 s−1

r reaction rate, mol cm−2 s−1; also radial coordinate,
cm

R radius, cm
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t time, s
Vz axial velocity, cm s−1

x cartesian coordinate, cm
X conversion, dimensionless
y cartesian coordinate, cm
z axial coordinate, cm
Z length, cm

Greek letters

� kinetic parameter, m3 Einstein−1

� spherical coordinate, rad
� volumetric absorption coefficient, cm−1

� wavelength, nm
� spherical coordinate, rad
	 internal/external radius ratio, dimensionless
� solid angle, rad

Subscripts

� denotes wavelength
Air relative to air
C relative to cross-sectional area
f relative to the TiO2 film
g relative to the electron-hole generation step; also

relative to glass
gas relative to gas phase
H2O relative to water
I relative to the incident radiation
j relative to the annular section (1 = inner, 2 =

intermediate, 3 = outer)
L relative to the UV lamp
M relative to the element that participates in the radical

inactivation
max relative to the maximum limiting value
min relative to the minimum limiting value
n normal to the reaction area of the photocatalytic

surface
PCE relative to perchloroethylene
R relative to the reaction; also relative to reactor

Superscripts

i relative to the incident radiation flux
in relative to the inlet stream
out relative to the outlet stream
t related to the transmitted radiation flux

Special symbols

〈 · 〉 means average value over a defined space
[ · ] means concentration1
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